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the institution of engineers (india) 
will be completing 100 years of 
its existence in 2020 marking 
a centenary of contribution 
to nation’s development. to 
celebrate this occasion,  iei has 
been organising various events to 
mark the occasion commencing 

from 2015 onwards. as part of these celebrations, 
the telangana state centre of iei will be organising an 
international conference on “recent developments in 
clean and safe nuclear Power generation” from 3rd to 
5th october, 2018. this conference would highlight the 
present emphasis in meeting the increasing global energy 
needs on adopting and enhancing the role of low carbon 
energy technologies. the current status and emerging 
technologies in the domain of nuclear power generation 
will also be discussed during this international conference. 
senior experts from india and abroad would be sharing 
their expertise and experience and discuss the prospects 
and challenges of nuclear power generation.

societal engineering encapsulates the purpose and 
potential of engineering for development of society and 
the nation. the aim of societal engineering is to cater to 
the daily requirement of life with powerful, quantitative 
and creative problem-solving skills of engineers. societal 
engineers use their engineering experience in a way that 
makes them passionate about improving quality of life 
through innovation and appreciating the challenges in the 
current society. a combination of specific skill sets like 
global awareness; systems-level thinking, understanding 
the innovation and entrepreneurial process from product 
design to deployment and effective communication are 
the basic foundations for achieving the goal. it is also 
important to understand the effect of public policies on 
technology innovation and advancement. the societal 
engineers will therefore not only need to have engineering 
and technological insights but also the ability to interact 
with people from varied backgrounds and disciplines 
to comprehend grass-root level issues. therefore, 
engineering education and practice has to vector in these 
aspects to address the emerging paradigm of societal 
engineering and its multi-dimensional attributes.

From the
President’s Desk.....

Jharkhand State Centre of the institution in association with Heavy engineering corporation 
limited, ranchi, organized a two-day national conference on the theme “emerging 
technologies in steel Processing and forming” under the aegis of interdisciplinary 
coordination committee, iei, during april 14-15, 2018 at ranchi. the programme started 
with welcome address by mr sanjay sen, chairman of the centre, highlighting the importance 
of technologies in the steel sector to make it cost-effective. He mentioned that Jharkhand 
state centre, iei has also organized national convention of metallurgical engineers along 
with national seminar on india achieving 300 mtPa steel production by 2030. mr sen also 
thanked mr sisir Kumar banerjee, President, iei, for gracing the occasion and presiding over 
the programme. the chief guest of the inaugural function was mr sunil Kumar barnwal, 
Principal secretary to the chief minister, government of Jharkhand. in his address, the chief 
guest mentioned that in today’s scenario, steel sector is under tremendous pressure and 

Emerging Technologies in Steel 
Processing and Forming
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needs newer technologies and improved efficiencies which will boost the indian steel sector 
indices. He mentioned that Jharkhand state is fortunate enough that it holds india’s first 
steel Plant installed and presently more than 30% steel production is made in this state. mr 
barnwal further informed that Jharkhand by virtue of having enormous wealth of minerals 
is most suitable for setting up a steel plant and presently, Jharkhand is known for world 
class steel products manufactured by integrated steel plants like sail & tata steel.  He 
mentioned that the government of Jharkhand has blessed with Hec, the mother industry of 
india; mecon, the world class consultant in iron & steel sector; nml at Jamshedpur, the 
research laboratory; and sail-rdcis for the development of emerging technologies for steel 
processing and metal forming. mr barnwal hoped that the outcome of the conference should 
help govt. of Jharkhand and thereby govt. of india for sustainable growth of indian steel 
sector. mr sisir Kumar banerjee, President, iei, in his address, stressed on the importance 
of the interaction between academia and the industry for developing various technologies 
to cater to the requirement of industry. He informed that iei having pan india institutional 
members from engineering colleges and industry is providing grant-in-aid for various 
research works for the benefit of the industry and society at large.  ‘the basic objective of the 
r&d initiative of iei is to inculcate the culture of research in the budding engineers, so that, 
they can contribute to the development of the nation’, opined mr banerjee. the President 
also thanked Hec for partnering with Jharkhand state centre of iei for organizing national 
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Innovative Mechanization for Small and 
Marginal Farmers Under Rainfed Areas

Kerala State Centre of the institution organized a two-day all india 
seminar on the theme ‘innovative mechanisation for small and marginal 
farmers under rainfed areas’ under the aegis of agricultural engineering 
division, iei, during may 25-26, 2018 at thiruvananthapuram. mr udaya 
Kumar K s, Honorary secretary of the centre, welcomed the guests and 
dignitaries. mr n rajkumar, chairman of the centre, presided over the 
function and delivered the presidential address. mr Justin mohan, director, 
soil conservation and mission director, state Horticultural mission, Kerala 
inaugurated the seminar and delivered his address. the dignitaries graced 
the inaugural session with their august presence included: mr a m sunil 
Kumar, director of agriculture; dr u Jayakumaran, ceo, agro service 
centre and Karshika Karma sena; dr P selvaraj, deputy general manager, 
nabard; and dr feby varghese, managing director, Ksie. dr P selvaraj 
delivered the keynote address. an electronic version of souvenir containing 
proceedings of the seminar was released during the inaugural session by 
mr Justin mohan. the inaugural function was concluded with the vote of 
thanks proposed by mr s radhakrishnan, Past chairman of the centre. 
an exhibition where a number of reputed organizations participated was 
also organized on this occasion. a Panel discussion exclusively for the 
farmers and entrepreneurs to know the latest developments in the field 
of agricultural engineering was also organized which was conducted by 
dr v ganesan, former dean, agricultural engineering college, Kerala 
agricultural university. a large number of technical papers on various sub-
themes of the seminar, such as, farm Power and machinery, irrigation and 

drainage engineering, food Processing and value addition, soil and water 
conservation engineering, non-conventional energy sources, etc., were 
presented and discussed during technical sessions. mr K raju, Hon’ble 
minister for forests, government of Kerala, graced the valedictory function 
as the chief guest. in his address, mr raju highligheted various problems 
faced by the farmers with special reference to paddy cultivating farmers. 
Pointing out the need of small farm mechanization in the state, Hon’ble 
minister stressed the necessity of organizing such types of seminars at 
various places in Kerala.

Smart Grid Technology

Kota Local Centre of the institution organized a two-day all india seminar 
on the theme ‘smart grid technology’ under the aegis of electrical 
engineering division, iei, during June 2-3, 2018 at Kota. mr r r tanwar, 
chairman, electrical engineering division board, iei, graced the occasion 
as the chief guest. mr tanwar thanked the organizer for choosing such an 
apt theme for the seminar. He elaborated the theme and suggested to send 
the recommendations of the seminar to various government bodies. mr s 
Paul majumder, general manager, cesc, graced the seminar as the guest-
of-Honour. mr majumder, in his address mentioned that several projects 
having smart grid technology were being implemented in cesc which 
would be discussed in the technical sessions by the engineers from cesc. 
the Keynote speaker, Prof (dr) r a gupta, eminent Professor, nit Jaipur 
and Honorary secretary, rajasthan state centre, iei, spoke about the smart 
grid through which we need to provide 24X7 quality power from generating 
units to the stakeholders through transmission & distribution network in 
most efficient manner at low cost. He mentioned that use of it enabled 
digital technology is not only a tool in hand but roles of dedicated efforts 
of implementing agencies are equally important. Prof gupta cited some 
examples of discoms where implementation of technology has made the 
grid management efficient by flattening the load curve and also providing 
two-way digital communications between distribution network and the 
customers. mr a K gupta, convener of the event, stressed on the need of 
this kind of seminar particularly in current scenario of Power transmission 

& distribution network which calls for latest technology to be adopted to 
make the grid smart for delivering quality power 24X7 to the end users, 
at low cost by establishing two-way communication and integration of all 
grid connected conventional and renewable energy generating sources. 
earlier, mr c K s Parmar, chairman of Kota local centre, iei, welcomed 
all the distinguished guests and dignitaries. mr s K calla, council member, 
iei, presided over the function and addressed the gathering. mr ashish 
gupta, chairman, rajasthan state centre, iei also attended the seminar. 
mr Jasamat singh, Honorary secretary of Kota local centre, iei expressed 
his gratitude to the dignitaries and proposed the vote of thanks.  a souvenir 
containing technical papers of the seminar was brought out and released 
on this occasion. a large number of papers embracing the theme of the 
seminar were presented and discussed during technical sessions.



President inaugurates new Office Building
at North Bengal Local Centre of IEI

mr sisir Kumar banerjee, President, iei inaugurated new office building of north bengal local centre of the institution at the premises of 
Jalpaiguri government engineering college, west bengal on July 17, 2018.
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Recent Advances in Electronics Design, 
Technologies and Applications

Bareilly Local Centre of the institution in association with moradabad 
institute of technology (mit), moradabad organized a two-day all india 
seminar on the theme ‘recent advances in electronics design, technologies 
and applications’ under the aegis of electronics & telecommunication 
engineering division, iei during 
april 20-21, 2018 at moradabad. 
the seminar started with 
welcome address delivered by 
dr Pankaj omprakash sharma, 
Honorary secretary of the centre 
who presided over the inaugural 
session. mr satish chandra, 
superintendent of Police, traffic, 
moradabad was the chief guest 
and mr ambrish Kumar, rto, 
moradabad, was the guest-
of-Honour. Prof a K gupta, 
chairman, mit, moradabad 
(t.c.), highlighted various activities and field of studies of mit. Prof (dr) 
b P singh, director, mit, moradabad, elaborated the theme of the seminar. 
a souvenir was brought out on this occasion which was released by the 
chief guest, guest-of-Honour and other dignitaries. Prof (dr) s s bedi, fet, 
mJPr university, bareilly, delivered Keynote address on the topic ‘recent 
advances in electronics design, technologies and applications’. He briefed 
about the state-of-the-art presentation of the latest concepts, methods, 
algorithms, techniques, procedures and applications of the fascinating field 
of computer science and engineering. mr K b agarwal, Past chairman, 
delivered Keynote address on the topic ‘renewable energy: some aspects’. 
He stated that renewable energy resources (solar, wind and biomass) are 
the most fundamental of natural resources that should be harnessed for 

the development of the country. He stressed the need for comprehensive 
renewable energy resources management. dr Kshitij shingal, associate 
Professor, department of electronics & communication engineering, mit, 
moradabad, gave his presentation on the topic ‘industrial monitoring and 

controlling using iot’. He proposed an 
efficient implementation of iot (internet 
of things) used for monitoring and 
controlling the home appliances via 
world wide web. He informed that home 
automation system uses the portable 
devices as an user interface which can 
communicate with home automation 
network through internet gateway, by 
means of low power communication 
protocols like Zigbee, wi-fi etc. dr bharat 
bhushan agarwal and dr devendra singh, 
iftm university, moradabad, presented 
their paper on the topic ‘nanotechnology: 

the future is coming sooner than You think’. they explained that enhanced 
abilities to understand and manipulate matter at the molecular and atomic 
levels promise a wave of significant new technologies over the next five 
decades. in this respect, they felt that dramatic breakthrough will occur in 
diverse areas, such as, medicine, communications, computing, energy and 
robotics. Papers on various aspects, including, ‘gfdm: a new waveform 
candidate for 5g’; ‘brain sensor based Home automation’; ‘Hetnet -- 
Heterogeneous network’; ‘a review on super accurate global Positioning 
system’; ‘industrial monitoring and controlling using iot ’; ‘fully automatic 
solar grass cutter’; ‘a mission of smart villages with solar energy’; were 
presented and discussed during technical sessions of the seminar.



Strategic Innovation & Problem Solving 
for Engineers & Entrepreneurs

Kerala State Centre of the institution in association with the Kerala state 
council for science, technology and environment (Kscste), government 
of Kerala organized a two-day all india seminar on the theme ‘strategic 
innovation & Problem solving for engineers & entrepreneurs’ under the 
aegis of interdisciplinary coordination committee of iei during april 21-
22, 2018 at thiruvananthapuram. mr K muraleedharan, Hon’ble mla, 
thiruvananthapuram, in his inaugural address, stressed upon the need 
for training the budding engineers beyond their text book knowledge alone 
considering the practical applications and societal needs. ‘the development 
should be based on the environmental conditions of the locality and 
without much destruction of the existing environment’, he opined. mr 
muraleedharan urged the organizers of the seminar to give proper training 
to young engineers and students by utilizing the vast treasure of experience 
of senior engineers. mr n rajkumar, chairman of the centre, presided over 
the inaugural session. in his address, mr rajkumar highlighted the role of 
iei for moulding engineers and entrepreneurs for the development of the 
society and the nation. He further stated that iei has experienced engineers 
in all engineering disciplines and can share their experiences to the budding 
engineers through this kind of seminars. dr P v venkitakrishnan, chairman, 
sme thiruvananthapuram, in his address, emphasized the need for creating 
an innovation culture, thinking culture, attending the requirements timely and 
developing ideas to solve the problems arising rather than creating a crisis. 
dr g ayyappan, chairman, aesi, stated that innovation will modernize and 

improve the living standards and also improve the society.  Prof nandan s, 
ieee Kerala section, stressed the need for a footprint as an entrepreneur and 
suggested to create a platform to discuss and interact on innovative ideas 
within a specified time period. He mentioned that necessary action should be 
taken to solve the problems considering different possibilities by innovation 
technique. Prof d s antuvan, ssi, pointed out some essential aspects of 
innovation, viz. design and research, entrepreneurship, implementation 
skill and end use, which should be looked into and the ideas should be 
conceived properly, planned and executed timely. earlier, mr udaya Kumar 
K s, Honorary secretary of the centre, welcomed the gathering. mr s 
radhakrishnan, Past chairman of the centre proposed the vote of thanks. a 
large number of papers from resource persons embracing the theme of the 
seminar were presented and discussed during technical sessions.
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Innovative Technical      
Education

Durgapur Local Centre of the institution organized a two-day all india 
seminar on the theme ‘innovative technical education’ under the aegis of 
interdisciplinary coordination committee, iei during april 20-21, 2018 at 
durgapur. the chief guest, Prof (dr) subrata Kumar dey, Pro vice chancellor, 
maKaut, spoke about the present trends and future of educational states 
in india. He elaborated on history of engineering education & creativity and 

innovation associated with the subject. He mentioned that csir labs were 
set up with the aim of self-reliant and towards a developed country. He 
further informed that these labs were basically for research purposes and 
due to demand of industry, engineering colleges like iits and nits were 
established where education and research facilities are also given for the 
creative students and faculty members. Prof dey felt that students should 
be allowed to make models and more industry visits will give them a boost 
to technical education. Prof (dr) Harish Hirani, director, cmeri and the 

guest-of-Honour on this occasion, mentioned that we need to develop 
creativity by practical work and industry work. He stated that the present 
education scenario is greatly influenced and highly driven by technology. 
Prof Hirani further mentioned that the classroom is the original cultivator 
of true learning and the green house that nurtures talent and creativity. ‘to 
optimize the learning experience, schools and colleges in india are vying to 
embrace innovative methods, installing the latest educational technology 
and encouraging teachers to be more creative than ever’, opined Prof Hirani. 
He concluded by giving examples of technical education innovation, such 
as, audio visual supplements, flip methodology in class room, role play, 
peer teaching etc. the other guest-of-Honour, dr c t bhunia, director, rahul 
foundation, in his Keynote address stressed on developing need based 
country specific indigenous technology rather than borrowing technology 
from other countries. He mentioned that technical education requires a 
space out of the hands of so called experts who are basically copy masters 
rather than innovators. ‘there is a crying need to hand over education in the 
hands of innovators who aspire to be leaders rather than copy masters’, he 
added. dr P K sinha, Principal, durgapur institute of advanced technology 
& management (diatm), deliberated on the teaching techniques which are 
required to be adopted for better academic conditions and for improved 
system. He suggested that syllabus should be revised every 3 to 5 years 
and students should be encouraged to do projects like robotics and solar 
energy generation. dr sinha concluded with the remark that the leveraging 
expanded access to technology to help students learn with the tools like 
solar-powered tablets, durable laptops, and permanent internet stations are 
being used to make learning and teaching faster, easier, and more efficient. 
earlier, mr r K roy, chairman, durgapur local centre, welcomed the august 
gathering and elaborated the theme of the seminar. He felt that the students 
should endeavour to culture their own skill and for this innovative technical 
education is the need of the hour. mr m n bandyopadhyay Honorary 
secretary of the centre, proposed the vote of thanks. technical papers on 
various sub-themes of the seminar were presented and discussed during 
technical sessions.



ENGINEERS’ DAY

September 15 is celebrated 
every year in the country since 
1967 as “Engineers’ Day” to 
commemorate the birthday 
of the legendary engineer Sir 
Mokshagundam Visvesvaraya. 
Sir Visvesvaraya, an eminent 
Indian engineer and statesman 
was born in a remote village 
of Karnataka, the State that 
is incidentally now the Hi-tech 
State of the country. Due to his 
outstanding contribution to the 
society, Government of India 

conferred “Bharat Ratna” on this legend in the year 1955. He 
was also called the precursor of economic planning in India. 
His learned discourse on economic planning in India, Planned 
Economy for India and Reconstructing India, was the first 
available document on the planning effort of the country and it 
is still held as the parent source matter for economic planners. 
A theme of national importance is chosen every year by the 
Council of the Institution and deliberated at its various State/
Local Centres to educate the engineering fraternity in general 
and the society in particular. This year the 51st Engineers’ Day 
will be celebrated all over the country and the Council of the 
Institution has selected the theme as “Digital Transformation: A 
New Industrial Revolution” to mark the occasion.

Industries around the world are now facing substantial 
challenges due to recent environmental, societal, economic 
and technological developments regarding disruptive concepts 
of Internet of Things, Cyber Physical Systems or Cloud based 
Manufacturing, which lead to the fourth stage of industrial 
revolution. Increased digitization which waves out traditional and 
conventional production concepts including mass production, 
batch production, continuous process flow and project is the 
need of the hour. The first industrial revolution utilised water 
and steam power for mechanizing production. During second 
industrial revolution, application of power was more with the 
objective to obtain mass production. During third industrial 
revolution, industrial automation was introduced, which involved 
vast application of Electronics and Information Technology. 
The fourth industrial revolution, termed as Industry 4.0 is 
empowered by wide range of digital technology not only in digital 
realm, which involves artificial intelligence, machine learning, 
advanced robotics and new formation of automation, but also in 
physical realm including new materials like graphene, genetic 
advances as well as biological realm which involves sensors, 
Internet of Things, Block Chain and Distributed Ledgers, 3D 
Printing, autonomous vehicles like  drones, so on and so forth.

51st

Theme:

“Digital Transformation:
A New Industrial Revolution” Thus Industry 4.0 is focussed on creating intelligent products, 

processes and procedures that leads to ubiquitous connectivity 
of people, things and machines. The vision of Industry 4.0 
is likely to be adopted worldwide and it might influence 
other initiatives and cooperative efforts. In general, there 
are nine key technological components that progressively 
make up the foundation of Industry 4.0: Autonomous robots, 
big data, augmented reality (AR), additive manufacturing, 
cloud computing, cyber security, IoT, system integration, and 
simulation.

On a digital platform, Industry 4.0 is applied with three mutually 
interconnected factors, namely 

 v Digitization and integration of any simple to complex technical 
- commercial relation, 

 v Digitization of products and service offers and 

 v New market models 

All these human activities are interconnected through State-
of-the-Art communication system, which include Internet of 
Things, Internet of Services and Internet of People.

There are three principal approaches in Industrial 4.0 concept, 
namely horizontal integration, vertical integration and integrated 
digital engineering. Horizontal integration refers to integration of 
different information systems, applied principally for production 
planning and process control. Vertical integration refers to 
integration of information at different hierarchical levels, which 
allows preventive actions to avoid any defect. Integrated digital 
engineering enables the collection and exchange of production 
data throughout the entire chain involved in product development 
and leads to reduction of large amount of production data 
accumulated throughout the life cycle.

According to India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF), Government 
of India has set an ambitious target of increasing the contribution 
of manufacturing output to 25% of Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) by 2025, from 16% currently. IoT, being one of the 
most important aspects of Industry 4.0 for India, is expected 
to capture close to 20% share in global IoT market in the next 
five years. According to IBEF forecast, the IoT market in India 
is projected to grow at a CAGR of more than 28% during 2015-
2020. Government of India has taken initiatives such as Green 
Corridors and ‘Make in India’.

The Institution of Engineers (India) being the apex body of 
engineers in India is committed for holistic development of the 
country and believes that Digital Transformation will usher in a 
new Industrial Revolution.
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India is the global host of World Environment Day 2018. The Institution of Engineers (India) in association with the Ministry of 
Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Govt. of India celebrated World Environment Day 2018 on June 5, 2018. Brief reports of 

celebration by various Centres of IEI are reported hereunder.

Theme : Beat Plastic Pollution

World Environment 
Day 2018

IEI Celebrates

STATE CENTRES

Andhra Pradesh

Prof (dr) Kodanda P rama rao, 
chairman of the centre, presided 
over the function. the speaker, mr 
v Kiran Kumar, director & Head and 
Quality manager, ciPet, explained 
various methodologies for recycling 
of plastics and applications of 
recycled plastics. the initiation and 

determination required from each civilian and also from the government 
to right usage and disposing of the plastics was discussed in detail by mr 
Kumar. earlier, mr d anjaneya sharma, senior technical officer, central 
institute of Plastics engineering & technology (ciPet), vijayawada, 
welcomed the august gathering and mr c v sriram, committee member 
of the centre, introduced the speaker. finally, formal vote of thanks was 
proposed by mr m seshagiri rao, Honorary secretary of the centre.

Assam

dr aswini Kumar baruwa, chairman, 
assam state centre, chaired the 
event. mr amitava nath, Honorary 
secretary of the centre, welcomed 
the gathering. a team of aaranyak (a 
premier bio-diversity conservation 
organization in the north-east 
region) activists provided support 
under the leadership of mr manas bhattacharjee. Prof suren talukdar (retd), 
department of geography, cotton university, guwahati, delivered a lucid 
and popular lecture on the theme of the day. dr b K talukader, sg & ceo 
of aaranyak, also addressed the gathering. mr g n Khound, Past chairman 
and mr bhaben Kalita, Past Honorary secretary of the centre, attended the 
function. mr Pulak sarma, proposed the vote of thanks.

Delhi

the chief guest lt gen J s ahluwalia, Pvsm (retd), President, institute of 
directors, presented an overview of the global situation of plastic pollution 

and stressed on the urgent need to 
save the planet earth. mr J K mehta, 
secretary general, south asia 
forum for energy efficiency focused 
on ‘Preventing Plastic Pollution’. 
dr malti goel, former adviser & 
scientist “g” ministry of science 

& technology, spoke on government policies on plastic ban in india. 
a Panel discussion on ‘strategies to Prevent Plastic Pollution’ was also 
organized which was chaired by mr Pradeep chaurvedi, council member, 
iei. dignitaries, namely, dr s K singh, member (env. division), delhi state 

centre committee, iei; dr v K garg, chairman, south asia forum for energy 
efficiency; ms neera arora, Hod, rKaK shelter Home, Ywca, delhi; dr 
t g rupa, asstt Prof, department of resources management and design 
application, lady irwin college, new delhi; dr P b rastogi dir. (env) safee, 
former adviser, moef; attended the function. earlier, mr Praveen Kumar 
singh, Honorary secretary of the centre, welcomed the august gathering. 
He also proposed the vote of thanks.

Goa

the chief guest, mr l r fernandes, Principal, government Polytechnic 
Panaji, in his speech highlighted the role of india while being the host of 
the world environment day 2018 on the united nation’s theme, ‘beat 
Plastic Pollution’. He stressed on the mantra, ‘refuse the use of single-
use plastic’. the Keynote speaker, mr abhijit Prabhudesai, former chief 
engineer (electrical), dubai airport, discussed various environmental 
problems affecting our life. He stressed that engineers should come forward 
to present viable solutions to solve various problems of the society to build 
a healthy environment for the present and future generations. earlier, mr g 
m n Parrikar, chairman of the centre, in his welcome address presented 
a brief history of plastics right from its accidental birth, to its growth and 
presently the havoc it has created to marine life and humans on the earth. 
mr deepak a Karmalkar, Honorary secretary of the centre, proposed the 
vote of thanks.

Himachal Pradesh

the chief guest and Keynote speaker, mr b d suyal, regional director, 
forest survey of india, moef, 
govt. of india, cautioned that the 
most common plastic pollution is 
caused by polyvinyl chloride (Pvc). 
He explained that when any food 
material or blood is stored in the 
said plastic containers, gradually 
the soluble chemical gets dissolved in them causing death due to cancer 
and other skin diseases. He stressed on the urgency to ban the use of 
Pvc in water pipes, food and medicine containers to save the lives of 
millions.  mr suneel grover, council member, iei, cautioned the audience 
with the horrifying effects of plastic pollution on people, animals and marine 
creatures. He clarified that three simple steps will ensure brighter future for 
everyone on the earth viz. ‘refuse’, ‘recycle’ and ‘reduce’ the use of plastic. 
earlier, mr ravinder Kumar sharma, chairman of the centre, welcomed 
the august gathering. mr vishwa mohan Joshi, Honorary secretary of the 
centre, conducted the function and proposed the vote of thanks. 

Jammu & Kashmir

a seminar on the theme of the day was organized on this occasion. the chief 
guest, mr Javaid mustafa mir, Hon’ble minister for disaster management, 
relief rehabilitation & reconstruction & floriculture, govt. of J&K,  in his 
address narrated that we are looking for ways to stop shrinking of wetlands 
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and other water bodies due to garbage. in this respect, he stressed on solid 
waste management. while concluding his speech, the Hon’ble minister urged 
for formulation of a comprehensive strategy for stoppage of environmental 

degradation. the guest-of-Honour 
mr Khurshid ahmad ganai, chief 
information commissioner, Jammu 
& Kashmir, expressed his dismay 
over the lack of concern of the 
society towards the environment. 
earlier, mr mohammad ashraf 
fazili, chairman of the centre, in his 
inaugural address, expressed his 

deep gratitude to the Hon’ble minister to have kindly consented as the chief 
guest of the function and for his gracious presence. experts in the field 
presented papers and discussed various aspects embracing the theme of 
the day. mr reyaz ahmad Khan, Honorary secretary of the centre, proposed 
the vote of thanks.

Jharkhand

the chief guest of the programme mr J l mehta, former committee 
member, eac, (thermal Power & 
coal mining Projects), moefcc, 
new delhi & former director 
(tech.), m/s nlc, mentioned that 
scientific development is needed 
for the society and some kind 
of government intervention also 
required for educating the society 
to beat the plastic pollution. the 
guest-of-Honour mr n K tripathi, director (technical), Project & Planning, 
m/s bccl, talked on plastic usage in corporate sector and industry and its 
reduction techniques. mr g K vaishnav, sr. manager (environment), iicm, 
ranchi, in his Keynote address, discussed various root causes of plastic 
pollution. mr b K bisoyee, national chair K-12, isHrae ranchi chapter, 
emphasized the importance of ecological balance to keep our environment 
safe and workable for the mankind. the programme was co-ordinated by mr 
vishal skaria of mecon. earlier, mr shivanand roy, welcomed the august 
gathering. mr manda rajananda Kumar, Honorary secretary, Jharkhand 
state centre, iei, proposed the vote of thanks.

Kerala

mr udaya Kumar K s, Honorary secretary of the centre, welcomed the 
gathering and introduced the 
speaker. dr Kamalakshan Kokkal, 
chief scientist & envis coordinator, 
Kerala state council for science, 
technology and environment, 
government of Kerala, graced the 
occasion as the guest speaker 
and addressed the gathering on the 

theme ‘beat Plastic Pollution’. mr s Kumar, Past Honorary secretary of the 
centre, proposed the vote of thanks at the end of the function.

Madhya Pradesh

the Keynote speaker, dr Yogendra Kumar saxena, scientist and govt. 
analyst, central Pollution control board, indore, elaborated in detail about 
the entire provisions of act and rules to control plastic pollution. He 
stressed upon the need for creating 
awareness among common people 
to avoid use of all plastic materials. 
He further explained that severe 
health hazards have been found 
in laboratory tests on the use of 
plastic utensils or disposables. 

mr P P agarwal, council member iei, stressed upon the need for strict 
implementation of the act and rules to achieve the targeted results on 
pollution control. mr rakesh Khandelwal, technical Head, mP, mycem 
cements, explained in detail about the use of plastic wastes in cement 
industry and concrete roads. earlier, mr sunil Joshi, Honorary secretary of 
the centre, welcomed the guests and dignitaries.  Prof K K s gautam, Past 
chairman of the centre, proposed the vote of thanks.

Uttarakhand

the function was inaugurated by mr narendra singh, council member, 
iei. theme speaker, dr rajdeep singh, fri dehradun, stated that no one 

exactly knows how long plastic 
takes to break down, but it is 
believed to take hundreds or even 
thousands of years. ‘it is not just 
the accumulation of plastics that 
harms the environment but also the 
fragments and toxins released during 
photo-decomposition that pollute 

our soil and water and is a health hazardous’, he added. other dignitaries 
including mr ranveer singh chauhan, chairman of the centre, mr a K 
dinkar, engineer-in-chief, irrigation department, govt. of uttarakhand; mr H 
K uperti, engineer-in-chief Pwd; and mr s K gupta, managing director, Jal 
santhan, graced the occasion with their august presence and spoke about 
the importance of plastic free environment for survival of mankind.

LOCAL CENTRES

Ahmednagar

the chief guest, mr rahul dwivedi, district collector, ahmednagar, asserted 
that our ancestors have bestowed 
us with plenty of natural resources 
using minimum of it and passed it 
to us and it is our duty to conserve it 
and pass it to the future generation. 
mr dwivedi further elaborated that 
plastic products are more popular 
and it is not possible to completely 
stop its usage; however, wherever possible, we can refuse or restrict the 
use of plastic which is not recyclable. He appealed for collective measures 
to reduce plastic pollution. earlier, mr avinash d Kulkarni, chairman of 
the centre, elaborating the theme, stated that plastic is non-decomposing 
material and it releases toxic chemicals into the soil. mr arvind Pargaonkar, 
unit Head, l&t and immediate Past chairman of the centre, also addressed 
the gathering about the ill effects of using plastics.  mr ishwar Hande 
proposed the vote of thanks. 

Alwar

the chief guest mr o P gupta, regional officer, rajasthan state Pollution 
control board, alwar, highlighted the 
importance of clean environment 
and mentioned that if people of the 
country are keeping the pollution of 
the nature within a limit, it may not 
be hazardous to the human beings. 

the Keynote speaker, dr m P s chandrawat, environment expert, shared 
his views on the theme and emphasized on growing much greenery to 
get pollution free environment to leave comfortably and safely.  mr K l 
sharma, Past chairman of the centre graced the occasion as the guest-
of-Honour. earlier, mr m l Yadav, chairman of the centre, welcomed the 
august gathering and highlighted the significance of observing the day. mr 
avdhesh Kumar mishra, general manager, roca bathroom Product Pvt. ltd. 
m.i.a. alwar elaborated the theme of the day.  mr devi singh proposed the 
vote of thanks.    
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Ananthapuram

Prof m l s deva Kumar, department of mechanical engineering, Jntua 
anantapuram, stressed on the need to address various issues like wastage 
and losses of food, increasing global warming, deforestation, pollution, 

industrialization, etc in order to 
control the negative impact of 
environmental changes. He further 
mentioned that the celebration 
focuses on carbon neutrality, 
forest management, managing 
greenhouse effect, promoting bio-
fuels production, use of hydro-

power to produce electricity, use of solar system, mangroves restoration, 
etc for preservation of environment. earlier, Prof K Hema chandra reddy, 
Past chairman of the centre, welcomed the gathering. lt. s sharada, Head, 
chemical engineering department, Jntua, proposed the vote of thanks. 

Bareilly

mr ashok goyal, air vice chief marshal, bareilly, graced the occasion as the 
chief guest and shared several ideas to create jobs related to organizations 
working on environment. mr s K suri, chairman, institute of eHs studies, 
bareilly, stressed the need to create awareness among people to protect 
environment in the current situation 
and ban usage of plastic. mr s 
K vaish, Principal, government 
Polytechnic, c b bareilly informed 
that each year, nearly 8 million tons 
of plastic waste enters the oceans. 
mr K b agarwal, Past chairman of 
the centre speaking on the theme, urged everyone to consider how they can 
make changes in their everyday lives to reduce the heavy burden of plastic 
pollution. earlier, mr s c mehra, chairman of the centre, delivered the 
welcome address. mr s K gupta, immediate Past Honorary secretary of the 
centre, conducted the function. dr Pankaj omprakash sharma, Honorary 
secretary of the centre, proposed the vote of thanks.

Belagavi

Prof (ms) bharati v chiniwalar, chairperson of the centre, presided over the 
function while mr s m masuti, Honorary secretary of the centre, welcomed 

the guests and dignitaries. the 
Keynote speaker dr Praveen 
ghorpade, assistant Professor 
mentioned that hot food items in 
the plastic bag will be converting 
into poison due to chemical reaction 
leading to many complications in 
health. dr ghorpade urged to avoid 

plastic container & bags and suggested that factories producing plastic 
bags should think about alternate solution in place of plastic. mr amrut 
charantimath spoke about taking care of the environment by planting trees.  
dr b venkatesh, Joint Honorary secretary of the centre, proposed the vote 
of thanks.

Berhampur

mr ashutosh Patra, chairman of the centre, welcomed the gathering and 
presided over the function. the 
chief guest, mr subash chandra 
maharana, chairman, berhampur 
development authority, berhampur, 
stressed upon the need to keep 
the environment clean and green 
and maintain good hygiene in a 
collaborative way. the guest-
of-Honour mr surya narayan dhar, Principal, ucP engineering school 

explained what engineers can contribute towards elimination of this alarming 
situation without shattering the environment. the chief speaker mr asish 
Kumar behera, divisional forest officer, berhampur, highlighted various 
methods and ways of sustainable developments without compromising 
the environmental consequences. He also called for in-depth-analysis 
and sharing of experiences of engineers to combat the challenge ‘beat the 
Plastics’. mr rajani Kanta Patra, Past Honorary secretary of the centre, 
proposed the vote of thanks.

Bokaro Steel City

the chief guest, mr b P singh, general manager (mechanical), sail, 
bokaro steel Plant, emphasized on the reduction of use of plastics in day-
to-day life. mr r v singh, general manager (Hrd), sail, bokaro steel 

Plant, stressed upon boycotting 
the use of plastic items to save the 
environment from its detrimental 
effects for future generation. earlier, 
mr a c goyal, chairman of the 
centre, in his welcome address 
explained the importance of the 

day and stressed on the protection of the environment. mr n P srivastava, 
assistant general manager (environment control), sail, bokaro steel Plant 
in his presentation elaborated on various aspects of plastic pollution to 
safeguard the environment. mr Y n singh, Honorary secretary of the centre, 
deliberated on various ways to reduce plastic pollution. He also proposed 
the vote of thanks.

Coimbatore

dr m senthilkumar, Honorary 
secretary of the centre, welcomed 
the gathering and presided over the 
function. He also introduced the 
chief guest to the audience. mr s 
ramasubramanian, conservator of 
forests (working Plan), coimbatore, 
graced the occasion as the chief guest and delivered lecture on the theme 
of the day ‘beat Plastic Pollution. dr m senthilkumar, proposed the vote of 
thanks.

Dharwad

the chief guest mr P m Kulkarni, director, bhageerath, ngo, mysuru, in 
his address, stressed on creating 
awareness about the adverse effects 
of use of plastic. He explained various 
technical aspects of plastic, such 
as, plastic contents, composition, 
processing procedure etc., and 
mentioned about the possible health 
hazards. He suggested for minimum 

use of plastic to beat the plastic pollution. mr s m venkareddy narayana, 
chairman of the centre, in his presidential address, stated that regulations 
have been framed to minimize or avoid the use of plastic and gazette 
notification has also come. earlier, mr a K Kulkarni welcomed the guests 
and dignitaries.  Prof (dr) ramesh l chakrasali, Honorary secretary of the 
centre, while proposing the vote thanks, appealed to minimize the use of 
plastic.

Durgapur

mr r K roy, chairman of the centre, welcomed the august gathering. 
dignitaries, namely, dr b ruj, senior Principal scientist, environment 
group, csir-cmeri, durgapur; 
dr rajnarayan saha of nit 
durgapur and mr anjan fouzdar, 
environmental engineers, w b 
Pollution control board, durgapur, 
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graced the occasion as the guests-of-Honour. dr b ruj talked about the 
environmental effects of plastics and their proper disposal. dr rajnarayan 
saha stated that more stress should be given on bio-degradable materials 
for packaging and other applications. mr anjan fouzdar explained the laws 
and new Pwm rule 2016. earlier, mr m n bandyopadhyay, Honorary 
secretary of the centre, introduced the speakers and elaborated the theme 
of the day. He also proposed the vote of thanks.

Faridabad

the chief guest dr dinesh Kumar, vice chancellor, Ymmca, urged that it is 
the duty of each one of us to ensure that the quest for material prosperity 
does not compromise our environment. the guest-of-Honour mr J P 

malhotra, President, dlf industries 
association, stressed that let us 
pledge to make sensible use of 
plastic and relying on reusable 
products only as much as we 
can.  earlier, mr subhash chander, 

chairman of the centre, explained that while plastics have many uses, we 
have become over reliant on single use or disposable plastics. ms charu 
smitha malhotra, ceo, taP dc, deliberated that it is the high time that we 
realize the use of plastics is really hazardous and we should take a pledge 
to give up plastics. ms b K sister Poonam, brahmakumari, stressed on 
cleaning the mindset of the people to keep the environment clean. the guest 
speaker from singapore, ms Kim underhill suggested some methods to 
avoid the use of plastics. mr sandeep Handa, Honorary secretary of the 
centre highlighted the ill effects of using plastics. mr K K narula proposed 
the vote of thanks.

Ghaziabad

dr H s sharma, chairman of the centre, in his welcome address highlighted 
the importance of environment in everybody’s life and in the economic 
development of the society. the 
chief guest dr c l verma, former 
director, grade scientist, cbri 
roorkee, explained the present 
state of environment and its fast 
deteriorating rate. He mentioned 
4rs- rethink, reduce, reuse and 
recycle for saving environment 
and argued to curtail the use of plastics. the guest-of-Honour, mr vijendra 
vikramaditya, former chief engineer, uP Jal nigam, dealt at length the 
problem of plastic pollution and urged to use alternatives by utilizing 
agricultural waste items, jute etc. dr s c gupta, Honorary secretary of the 
centre, proposed the vote of thanks.

Gwalior

expert speaker ms chhavi saxena graced the occasion and urged to restrict 
the use of plastic in normal day to day activities. she mentioned that the 

theme of the world environment day 
2018 is a call to action for all of us to 
come together to combat one of the 
great environmental challenges of 
our time. mr r K Khetan, mentioned 
that we have to abolish the use of 
single-use plastic in the world. mr 

vinay Kumar shukla stated that time has come for every individual to join 
the campaign to end single-use plastic and protect the environment. mr P K 
Jain also suggested to reduce the use of plastics.

Jamshedpur

mr avneesh gupta, chairman of the centre, welcomed the chief guest, 
Keynote speaker and other dignitaries. the chief guest mr srikant Kumar 
Pati, chief environment management, tata steel, Jamshedpur, mentioned 
how we can make changes in our everyday life to reduce the heavy burden 

of plastic pollution. the Keynote 
speaker, mr gaurav ananad, chief, 
environment & sustainability, 
Jusco, Jamshedpur, stated that 
used plastic has become a big 
problem all over the world. He 
narrated how plastic and its by-
products are littering our city, ocean and waterways and also contributing 
to health problems to human and animals. Prof (dr) anil Kumar choudhary, 
Honorary secretary of the centre, proposed the vote of thanks.

Kadapa

the speaker on the occasion, dr t Kiran Kumar, associate Professor, civil 
engineering department, Ksrm college of engineering, Kadapa, in his 
address, briefed about the derivation of the plastic and its composition. 

He explained at length that plastic 
materials dumped into the earth 
prevent the production of nutrients 
in the soil, because the fertility of 
the soil is reduced and affects the 
agriculture sector. ‘not only human 
health, it dangerously affects other 

animal life and alters the environment (air, water and soil) sustainability 
causing hazardous pollution’ opined dr Kumar. 

Kanyakumari

mr g siva subramanian, chairman of the centre, presided over the 
function and explained how we have become over reliant on single use or 
disposable plastics which affect the environment severely. dr r sivakami, 
Professor, veltech engineering 
college, chennai, in her Keynote 
address highlighted how the plastic 
waste disposals are affecting the 
environment. she explained the 
way to avoid plastic material in 
the day-to-day life with alternate 
sources. earlier, mr v muthum Perumal delivered the welcome address 
and introduced the chief guest. dr s arumuga Perumal, explained how 
condemned electronics goods are also affecting the environment along with 
plastics. mr v sivathanu Pillai, Honorary secretary of the centre, proposed 
the vote of thanks.

Kolhapur

expert lecture was delivered by dr s b vhanbatte, textile and engineering 
institute, ichalkaranji on the theme ‘beat Plastic Pollution’. dr vhanbatte, in 

his lecture, reviewed various causes 
and effects of plastic pollution. He 
suggested many remedial measures 
to overcome plastic pollution. dr m b 
chougule explained the role of iei in 
technical development of institutes 
and individuals. dignitaries present 

included, Prof r a charate, Principal; mr sanjay Khot, committee member 
of the centre; mr Kiran Jadhav, chairman; Prof r g Patil, Principal; mr 
shirish dakare, academic dean; and mr m d Jadhav Polytechnic chairman.  
mr manoj n chavan, Honorary secretary of the centre, proposed the vote 
of thanks.

Kollam

the guest-of-Honour Prof (dr) 
thankamony (retd), department of 
environmental engineering, college 
of engineering, thiruvananthapuram 
(cet), in her inaugural address 
advised the young generation to 
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cultivate a culture that minimizes use of plastics. she further called upon 
students and faculties to take the lead to create awareness among the 
people on plastic pollution and to put into practice the slogan ‘reduce, 
reuse and recycle.’ earlier, dr manoj narayanan, Head, bt&bce, in his 
welcome address stressed the need of a healthy and stable environment for 
the survival of living organisms in particular and mother earth in general. 
dr s suresh babu Principal, sbce, in his presidential address, highlighted 
various types of pollution caused by plastics and suggested to reduce the use 
of plastics.  mr K sivadasan, Honorary secretary of the centre, highlighted 
the need to bring down greenhouse gas emission. ms shamnamol g K 
proposed the vote of thanks at the end of the function. 

Kota

mr c K s Parmar, chairman of the centre, iei, presided over the function. 
the chief guest, Prof anil K mathur, Head, department of environment 

engineering, rajasthan technical 
university, Kota, suggested to 
make sensible use of plastic and 
relying on reusable products. He 
mentioned that it is a global issue 
and needs to be solved globally by 
the involvement of all the countries 

worldwide. the guest-of-Honour mr anil Kapoor, chief conservator of 
forest, Kota stressed on protecting the environment and mentioned that 
forest areas should be developed and more trees should be planted. the 
Keynote speaker mr rajat Prakash singhal, environmental & sustainability 
consultant suggested to reduce the use of plastic. He also suggested 
some measures for preventing micro-plastic pollution. mr Jasamat singh, 
Honorary secretary of the centre, proposed the vote of thanks.

Ludhiana

brig mastinder singh, chairman of the centre, in his inaugural address, 
mentioned that plastics have slowly made deep inroads into our daily lives 
and handling plastic waste is a big problem. dr arvind dhingra, faculty from 
gndec, ludhiana, in his lecture, 
suggested to use cloth bag instead 
of plastic. He further stated that if 
we cannot reuse it, we should refuse 
it. dr dhingra concluded his lecture 
exhorting participants to pledge 
to reduce plastic usage to make 
earth a better place. mr s s grewal, 
director, student affairs, ct university, mentioned that plastic pollution has 
reached an alarming level and needs to be controlled urgently. dr Harsh 
sadawarti, Pro vice chancellor, ct university, stressed on creating more 
awareness programme about the ill effects of plastics.  mr gurpreet singh 
walia, Honorary secretary of the centre, proposed the vote of thanks.

Mangalore

dr shrikanth Jahagirdar, Professor, nagesh Karajigi orchid college of 
engineering, solapur and dr guru munavalli, Professor, walchand college 
of engineering, sangli, delivered lectures on the theme of the day. both 
the dignitaries mentioned that plastic has become an integral part of 

human life and it is very difficult 
to ban it completely because of its 
advantages. they suggested several 
ways to reduce the plastic usage, 
such as, using jute bags, avoiding 
pet bottles, carrying drinking water 
in stainless steel/copper bottles, 

avoiding plastic cups for drinking tea/coffee/beverages etc. earlier, dr s 
shrihari, Past chairman of the centre, welcomed the guests and introduced 
the speakers. Prof g r rai, Past chairman of the centre, presided over the 

function. dr sunil b malegola, Honorary secretary of the centre, conducted 
the programme and proposed the vote of thanks. 

Mysore

mr b v ravindra nath, Honorary secretary of the centre, welcomed the 
chief guest and other dignitaries. mr b s ramesh, President, isHrae, 
mysore introduced the chief guest to the audience. the chief guest mr 

shreekanth bhat, President, Koti 
vraksha Pratistana, mysore, in his 
address, stressed on the need of 
voluntarily stop of single-use plastic, 
which is organic polymers of high 
molecular mass and often contains 
other substances. ‘it is harmful for 
all living animals and takes nearly 

1000 years to fully disintegrate’, he added. mr bhat further advised for 
using shopping bags for marketing, non-plastic packing for food, refilling 
water bottle and urged to save the mother earth from plastic nuisance, by 
discontinuing its use. 

North Bengal

mr asim mahapatra, Honorary secretary of the centre, briefly described 
the theme and suggested 
different ideas to reduce plastic 
pollution. dignitaries, namely, mr 
n c sadhukhan, mr utpal Kumar 
mondal, mr santanu das, mr P K 
saha, mr subrata bhattacharya, mr 
goutam bairagi, mr nimai mukhopadhyay, graced the occasion with their 
august presence and shared their views on the theme of the day. mr g K 
Panda, chairman of the centre proposed the vote of thanks.

Palghat 

mr a Kesavan, chairman of the centre presided over the function. the 
guest speaker dr a v Hema 
nalini, Professor, department of 
civil engineering, nss college of 
engineering, Palakkad explained 
that the theme of the day 
urges governments, industry, 
communities and individuals to come together and explore sustainable 
alternatives and urgently reduce the production and excessive use of single-
use plastic polluting oceans, damaging marine life and threatening human 
health. she mentioned that plastic pollution has now become an epidemic. 
mr K unnikrishnan, Joint Honorary secretary of the centre, proposed the 
vote of thanks.

Rourkela

the speaker mr P c dash, deputy general manager, environmental 
engineering department, rourkela steel Plant, while speaking on the theme 
presented a brief history of plastic, its evolution and usability. He elaborated 

on how plastic has permeated every 
facet of human life. He discussed 
about plastic waste management 
and how it can be recycled and 
used in a productive way. to reduce 
plastic pollution, mr dash suggested 
several ways to live with less plastic 

in daily life, such as,  bring down shopping bag, carry reusable water bottle, 
bring own cup, pack lunch in reusable containers, etc. He urged that if you 
cannot reuse plastic refuse the same. mr Harjit s Kanvel, Joint Honorary 
secretary of the centre, proposed the vote of thanks.
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Srikakulam

dr g venkata rao, mHo, 
srikakulam, graced the occasion as 
the chief gust and addressed the 
gathering on the theme ‘beat Plastic 
Pollution’. Prof (dr) govinda raju 
matha, Honorary secretary of the 
centre, presided over the function.

Tirupati

mr P Krishnaiah, Past chairman of the centre, graced the occasion as the 
chief guest and inaugurated the function. mr Krishnaiah, in his address, 
explained the ill effects of plastics causing environmental pollution. mr balu, 

corporate member, iei, explained 
the importance of ‘save our Planet 
– mission 2030’.  a tree Plantation 
programme was organized on this 
occasion. mr s vijayabhaskar, 
Honorary secretary of the centre, 
proposed the vote of thanks.

Tiruchirappalli

the speaker dr s anandan, Professor & Head, department of chemistry, 

national institute of technology, 
tiruchirappalli, discussed the ill 
effects of plastics and how it polluted 
the environment severely. He 
mentioned that it is compulsory to 
protect the environment from plastic 

materials. He further mentioned that although recycling can reduce plastic 
pollution to some extent (only a few types of plastics can be recycled), 
however a lot of energy and water is required for the recycling process. dr 
anandan suggested few ways which can prevent plastic pollution.

Visakhapatnam

Prof (dr) t a d surya rao graced the 
occasion as the chief guest. Prof 
surya rao, in his address explained 
how plastic is playing major role 
in our daily life, disadvantages of 
plastic usage and how to beat the 
plastic pollution. speakers, dr raj 
gopal, Principal, gokul institute of technology & science and dr venkata 
rao, Prinncipal, gokul mba college motivated students through their 
lectures on how to reduce the use of plastics. dr raj gopal presided over 
the function.

IEI Industry Excellence Award 2018
Request for Participation

the iei industry excellence award has been instituted to recognize industry leaders 
for their innovation, excellence in engineering operations and thereby, to lead their 
industry in competitive manner. the benchmarks created by the industries in india 
have included productivity, quality, safety and performance assurance thereby 
giving india the rightful place in the global markets. realizing that such industries 
can provide the leadership to a large number of other industries in the country, it has 
been considered appropriate by the iei council to institute the iei industry excellence 
awards in the year 2008.

applications in specified format (visit link: https://www.ieindia.org/webui/IEI-
Activities.aspx#industry-excellence-award) are invited from prospective applicants 
for iei industry excellence award 2018. the last date of receipt of application for 
the award 2018 is September 30, 2018. interested applicants are requested to 
send their applications (5 hard copies & 1 soft copy in cd) to the below mentioned 
address.

the director [technical]
the institution of engineers (india)
8 gokhale road, Kolkata 700 020
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NEWS-IN-BRIEF
The following is a brief account of Technical Activities organised by 

various Centres and Overseas Chapter of the Institution

STATE CENTRES

Andhra Pradesh

workshop on ‘challenges to engineers for development of new andhra 
Pradesh’ on the eve of 117th birthday of Padmabhushan dr K l rao on 
July 15, 2018.

Bihar

lecture on ‘recent advances in formwork & scaffolding for concrete 
structures’ delivered by Prof (dr) K n Jha, associate Professor, indian 
institute of technology delhi on July 13, 2018.

Karnataka

er b r manickam memorial lecture on ‘development of bangalore 
cantonment’ delivered by ms Yashaswini sharma, chief architect, esthetic 
architects, bengaluru on July 10, 2018.

Madhya Pradesh

workshop on ‘building material testing for Public buildings’ on July 28, 
2018.

Tamilnadu

lecture on ‘lean Project management : best Practices to establish reliable 
& Predictable schedules in construction Projects’ delivered by mr tony 
Jacob, director & Principal consultant, constask management solutions 
llP, chennai on July 18, 2018.

lecture on ‘legal awareness for engineers’ delivered by mr d Kumar, 
committee member of the centre, on July 25, 2018.  

Telangana

seminar on ‘science and technology for a sustainable future’ on the 
occasion of national technology day on may 11, 2018.

celebrated ‘5th telangana engineers’ day; in commemoration of 141st 
birthday celebrations of nawab ali nawaz Jung bahadur on July 11, 2018.

organized er a P ranganatha swamy twenty-first endowment lecture on 
the topic ‘ethical Perspective of engineers’ role in society – a focus on civil 
engineers’ delivered by Prof P sreenivasa sarma, former vice Principal and 
former Hod & Professor, department of civil engineering, cbit, Hyderabad 
on July 27, 2018.

LOCAL CENTRES

Ahmednagar

lecture on ‘cnc machines and advanced spindle tooling’ delivered by 
mr bharatbhushan bhagwat, director, atul enterprises and Past Honorary 
secretary of the centre on July 13, 2018.

Ananthapuram

organized ‘awareness Programme on iei’ during July 4-5, 2018.

Anpara

celebrated ‘world telecommunication & information society day 2018’ on 
may 17, 2018.

Gwalior

faculty development Programme on ‘academic leadership and learner 
oriented teaching methodologies’ during June 23-24, 2018.

lecture on ‘water Quality: automated variable filtration (avf)’ delivered by 
mr vinay Kumar shukla on July 15, 2018.

Meerut

lecture on ‘seven basic tools of Quality’ delivered by mr saadat ali on July 
15, 2018.

Mysore

celebrated ‘foundation day’ of the centre on may 26, 2018.

Saurashtra

seminar on ‘creating a game in unity engine’ on June 23, 2018.

lecture on ‘innovation in concrete technology’ delivered by mr b v Harsoda, 
consulting engineer, deputy executive engineer (retd), r&b department, 
govt. of gujarat on July 21, 2018.

Tiruchirappalli

lecture on ‘sir visvesvaraya – an excellent statesman and eminent 
engineer’ delivered mr s manivannan, deputy engineer, bHel on april 3, 
2018.

lecture on ‘Knowledge graphs and applications’ delivered by dr s r 
balasundaram, Professor and Head, department of computer applications, 
national institute of technology tiruchirappalli on april 10, 2018.

lecture on ‘industry 4.0’ delivered by ms P shanmugapriya durga, senior 
manager, it solutions & services / engineering (fb), bHel, tiruchirappalli 
on april 17, 2018.

lecture on ‘remote sensing and gis application in ground water 
assessment and management’ delivered by dr s saravanan, associate 
Professor, civil engineering department, national institute of technology 
tiruchirappalli on april 18, 2018.

lecture on ‘nano fluid Preparation, characterization and application’ 
delivered by mr muruganandam, associate Professor, department of 
mechanical engineering, st Joseph’s college of engineering & technology 
on april 24, 2018.

lecture on ‘basic of optimization techniques in engineering’ delivered 
by mr H mohit c s, research scholar, national institute of technology 
tiruchirappalli on may 2, 2018.

lecture on ‘research avenues in biometrics’ delivered by dr (ms) g 
annapoorani, assistant Professor, university college of engineering, bit 
campus, anna university, trichy on may 8, 2018.

celebrated ‘world telecommunication and information society day’ on may 
15, 2018.

lecture on ‘evolutionary optimization algorithms and its solution to 
economic dispatch Problem’ delivered by mr s Praveen Kumar, assistant 
Professor, mahaveer institute of science & technology, Hyderabad on may 
22, 2018.
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49Th All India
Student Design Competition - 2018

the national design and research forum (ndrf) of the institution of engineers (india) has been formed to promote design and research in 
various branches of engineering. 

ndrf handles, on behalf of iei, the schemes relating to the national design awards and the all india student design competitions. as part of 
this, ndrf conducts annually national level design competition for students. the competition is intended to give students an opportunity to 
exhibit their individual engineering skills and talents and earn recognition, while promoting engineering design and research.

in keeping with this, ndrf is happy to announce 49th all india student design competition - 2018. the competition is open to students 
studying in final/pre-final year leading to be / b.tech / me / mtech /ms or equivalent courses in   engineering or have passed section ‘a’ 
examinations of the iei. 

entries are invited in the following disciplines from the student community. the last date for receiving entries is 10 September 2018.

l aerospace engineering l agricultural engineering  l  architectural engineering l chemical engineering l civil engineering l computer 
engineering l electronics & telecommunication engineering l electrical engineering l environmental engineering l marine engineering               
l mechanical engineering  l  metallurgical and materials engineering  l  mining engineering l textile engineering l Production engineering

for more information, contact national design and research forum, the institution of engineers (india), # 3, dr. b. r. ambedkar veedhi,                                                        
bangalore 560 001. 

Ph: 080–22264336; e-mail: ndrf@ieindia.org or visit ndrf website at www.ndrf.res.in
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lecture on ‘blockchain technology for manufacturing’ delivered by mr 
dharun Kasilingam, research scholar, department of management studies, 
national institute of technology tiruchirappalli on may 22, 2018.

lecture on ‘latest legal developments in it field’ delivered by mr t s balaji, 
senior manager, law/Human resources management, bHel, tiruchirappalli 
on June 12, 2018.

lecture on ‘robotic system design’ delivered by mr m vijayakumar, 
associate Professor, eee department, egs Pillay engineering college 
(autonomous), nagapattinam on June 26, 2018.

lecture on ‘transmission line Protection using Pmus’ delivered by dr P 
raja, associate Professor, department of electrical engineering, national 
institute of technology tiruchirappalli on July 3, 2018.

lecture on ‘social network analysis’ delivered by ms r Kavitha, assistant 
Professor, department of computer science & engineering & information 
technology, university college of engineering, tiruchirapalli on July 10, 
2018.

lecture on ‘solar Power generation’ delivered by mr arun Kumar rebero, 
director, m/s contura solar Pvt ltd on July 17, 2018.

lecture on ‘welding fabrication codes & standards’ delivered by mr s 
singaravelu, former agm, welding technology centre & tool engineering, 
bHel, tiruchirappalli on July 24, 2018.

lecture on environmental friendly Power Plant’ delivered by mr a 
leelavinothan, former agm, bHel on July 31, 2018.

Tiruvallur

lecture on ‘iei tvlc b2b Knowledge transfer – 1801’ delivered by dr d 
P Kothari, former director, indian institute of technology delhi on July 3, 
2018. 

Visakhapatnam

organized one day Programme on ‘word Processing’ on July 13, 2018.

celebrated117th birthday of Padmabhushan dr K l rao on July 19, 2018.

OVERSEAS CHAPTERS

Qatar

seminar on ‘risk and insurance in construction Projects’ on July 20, 2018.

NEWS-IN-BRIEF



One Day Seminars/Workshops 
conducted by various

Centres of IEI

STATE CENTRES

Telangana

telangana state centre of 
the institution in association 
with aesi, Hyderabad 
branch, organized a one 
day seminar on the topic 
‘additive manufacturing 
technologies for aerospace 
applications’ on the eve of 
117th birthday celebration 
of Padmabhushan dr K l rao under the aegis of aerospace engineering 
division, iei on July 15, 2018 at Hyderabad. capt s n reddy, secretary and 
ceo, telangana state aviation academy, graced the occasion as the chief 
guest and inaugurated the seminar.  Prof b ravi, Professor, iit bombay, 
mumbai delivered Keynote address and Prof. s surya Kumar, iit, Hyderabad 
delivered invited talk. 

Tripura

tripura state centre of the institution in association with national institute 
of technology agartala, organized a one day seminar on the topic ‘ground 

improvement techniques’ 
under the aegis of civil 
engineering division, iei on 
april 30, 2018 at agartala. 
Prof (dr) g l sivakumar 
babu, Professor, civil 
engineering department, 
indian institute of science 

bengaluru and President, indian geochemical society, graced the occasion 
as the chief guest. a number of resource papers were presented and 
discussed during the technical sessions of the seminar. 

West Bengal

west bengal state centre of the institution in association with dr m n dastur 
school of materials science and engineering (mndsmse), iiest-shibpur 
organized a one-day seminar on the theme ‘green Polymer composite 
and its applications’ under 
the aegis of metallurgical 
and materials engineering 
division, iei on July 25, 2018 
at shibpur, Howrah. Prof 
dipankar chattopadhyay, 
department of Polymer 
science and technology, 
university of calcutta, 
graced the occasion as the Keynote speaker. other dignitaries present 
in the seminar included Prof b c mitra, former director-nirJaft and 
visiting Professor, iiest-shibpur; mr s K roy, managing director, amersil-
Ketex, Kharagpur; Prof (dr) n r bandyopadhyay, Head, mndsmse, iiest 
& former chairman, mmdb, iei; dr Prosenjit saha, assistant Professor, 
mndsmse, iiest-shibpur; dr arijit sinha, assistant Professor, mndsmse, 
iiest-shibpur and mr rajib bhattacharya, department of Jute and fibre 
technology, university of calcutta.

LOCAL CENTRES

Jabalpur

Jabalpur local centre of the 
institution organized a one 
day seminar on the topic 
‘energy for all – special 
emphasis on renewable 
energy integration, 
Protection and saubhagya 

Yojna’ under the aegis of electrical engineering division, iei on June 24, 
2018 at Jabalpur. lt general milan naidu, Pvsm, avsm, Ysm, former vice-
chief of army staff, graced the occasion as the chief guest and inaugurated 
the seminar. mr s K gupta, chief engineer (retd.), indian railways; mr r a 
sharma, m P Power transmission company limited, Jabalpur and Prof (dr) 
shailja shukla, Head, department of computer science and engineering, 
Jabalpur engineering college, Jabalpur, were the guests-of-Honour. dr 
buplab Paul, Principal, shri ram institute of technology, Jabalpur delivered 
the Keynote address.

Kanchepuram

Kanchepuram local 
centre of the institution in 
association with department 
of computer science 
and engineering (cse), 
JePPiaar srr engineering 
college, chennai, organized 
a one-day workshop on 
the topic ‘machine learning 
using Python’ under the aegis of computer engineering division, iei on July 
4, 2018 at chennai. dr t sasikala, Principal, dr J nithyashri, associate 
Professor and dr a ezil sam leni, Professor and Head, department of 
computer science and engineering, JePPiaar srr engineering college, 
chennai graced the occasion and  delivered inaugural address, Presidential 
address and welcome address respectively. mr Praveen Kumar rajendran, 
consultant, cognizant technology solutions, chennai, delivered the Keynote 
address.

Kanchepuram local centre 
of the institution jointly 
with the department of 
mechanical engineering, 
JePPiaar srr engineering 
college, Padur organized a 
one day workshop on the 
topic ‘computational fluid 
dynamics’ under the aegis 

of mechanical engineering division, iei on July 12, 2018 at Padur, chennai. 
dr t sasikala, Principal, JePPiaar srr engineering college, inaugurated 
the workshop and addressed the gathering. dr r senthil Kumar, mr v 
Janarthanan and mr K arul delivered lectures during the workshop.

Kanchepuram local 
centre of the institution 
in collaboration with the 
department of information 
technology, agni college of 
technology (act), chennai, 
organized a one day 
workshop on the topic ‘deep 
learning and its engineering applications’ under the aegis of computer 
engineering division, iei on July 13, 2018 at chennai. mr sabaresan v, 
assistant Professor, information technology, act, welcomed the gathering. 
dr r s Kumar, Principal, act, delivered the Presidential address. dr 
srinivasan alavandar, dean academics, act, felicitated the gathering. 
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Kanchepuram local centre 
of the institution jointly 
with srm institute of 
science and technology, 
Kattankulathur campus 
organized a one day 
workshop on the topic ‘Pcb 
design, fabrication and 
assembly’ under the aegis 

of electronic & telecommunication engineering division, iei on July 
18, 2018 at Kattankulathur, chennai. dr r venkatesan, chairman of the 
center, inaugurated the workshop. other dignitaries present on the 
occasion included dr t rama rao, Head, department of electronics and 
communication engineering and dr s dhanalakshmi, faculty advisor srm 
institute of science & technology, Kattankulathur, chennai.

South Gujarat

south gujarat local centre of the institution in association with the civil 
engineering department, dr s & s s ghandhy government college, surat 
organized a one day seminar on the topic ‘application of modeling tools 
and techniques in civil engineering’ under the aegis of civil engineering 

division, iei on July 16, 
2018 at surat. seminar 
consists of five technical 
sessions followed by hands 
on session on Hydraulic 
software. 

Visakhapatnam

visakhapatnam local centre of the institution in association with rashtriya 
ispat nigam limited (rinl), vizag steel Plant, vishakapatnam, organized 

a one day workshop on 
the topic ‘arc welding 
and safety operating 
Procedures’ under the aegis 
of mechanical engineering 
division, iei on July 18, 
2018 at visakhapatnam. mr 
c tirkey, assistant general 
manager (training), vizag 
steel Plant, visakhapatnam, 

graced the occasion as the chief guest and addressed the gathering.
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Emerging Technologies in Steel Processing and Forming

conference on such an important topic. mr banerjee also congratulated 
Jharkhand state centre for organizing such a big event at ranchi. mr avijit 
ghosh, chairman-cum-managing director, Heavy engineering corporation 
limited, in his address thanked the organiser for choosing an apt theme 
for the conference as there are emerging technologies in iron and steel 
sector which needs to be head started for betterment of overall iron and 
steel industry in india. He mentioned that Hec is working on various steel 
processing techniques which are being used for the supply of products to 
defence sector. mr ghosh informed that Hec along with nifft has formed 
a joint venture training organisation to cater to the working professionals 
on welding, steel processing & metal forming. Prof P P chattopadhyay, 
director, nifft, stressed that one of the key avenues in the road to revival of 
the indian economy is the ‘make in india’ initiative that was launched with 
the primary goal of making india a global manufacturing hub. He opined 
that this concept supports innovation and makes possible sustainable 

Contd. from page 1

development in the country by imbibing state-of-the-art technologies 
and maintaining high-quality manufacturing standards while minimising 
environmental and ecological impact. mr v v lurye of cniitmasH, russia, 
spoke about the participative collaboration of russia in building Hec which 
is a great step and the relation is still continuing. He mentioned that india 
is having great potential for improving various cost cutting & efficiency 
indices in indian iron and steel industry. mr lurye informed that one of 
the major trends in the state-of-the-art industry including engineering 
industry and metallurgy lies in introduction of power saving technologies 
and reduction of consumed power resources. the conference cd prepared 
for the delegates was released by the President, iei and the chief guest 
during the programme. delegates from russia & czech republic and from 
Hec, mecon, l&t, sail-rdcis, nifft, bit-mesra etc. participated in the 
conference. the programme concluded with vote of thanks proposed by mr 
manda rajananda Kumar, Honorary secretary of the centre.

National Design 
Awards - 2018

the national design and research forum (ndrf) of the institution of 
engineers (india) has been formed to promote design and research 
in various branches of engineering. ndrf handles, on behalf of iei, the 
schemes relating to the national design awards and the all india student 
design competitions. as you would be aware, with a view of promoting 
and advancing engineering design activity in the country, ndrf identifies 
and recognises each year those who have been making outstanding 
contributions in the field of engineering design by giving each year. in 
keeping with this, ndrf is happy to announce nominations for national 
design awards - 2018. 

entries are invited in the following national design awards:

 v national design award 

 v architectural engineering design award

 v environmental engineering design award

 v mechanical engineering design award

 v mining engineering design award

 v Prestressed concrete design award

 v suman sharma award

the last date for receiving entries is 31 october 2018.

for more information, contact national design and research forum, the 
institution of engineers (india), # 3, dr. b. r. ambedkar veedhi, bangalore 
- 560 001.  Ph: 080–22264336; e-mail: ndrf@ieindia.org or visit ndrf 
website at www.ndrf.res.in



IEI DIARY
Aerospace Engineering Division

all india seminar on “Engineering Insight 
into Design and Testing of Aircraft Engine 
Components”
bangalore, september 18-19, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Karnataka state 
centre, 3, dr b r ambedkar veedhi,  bangalore 
560001 [(: (080) 22264698; telefax: (080) 
22256191; e-mail: karnatakasc@ieindia.org; 
website: www.ieiksc.org]

thirty-second national convention of 
aerospace engineers on “Advances in 
Aerospace Sciences and Technologies”
ranchi, october 27-28, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Jharkhand state 
centre, engineer bhawan, nepal Kothi campus, 
ranchi 834002 [(: (0651) 2491344; web: 
ieijsc.org; e-mail: jharkhandsc@ieindia.org]

Agricultural Engineering Division

international conference on “Role of 
Agricultural Engineering towards Global Food 
Security”
bangalore, april 11-13, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, Karnataka state 
centre, 3, dr b r ambedkar veedhi,  bangalore 
560001 [(: (080) 22264698; telefax: (080) 
22256191; e-mail: karnatakasc@ieindia.org; 
website: www.ieiksc.org]

thirty-third national convention of agricultural 
engineers on “Commercial Crops Processing 
and Value Addition”
agartala, august 10-11, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, tripura state 
centre, Pandit nehru complex, near tripura 
Housing board, P. o. Kunjaban, Pb no 139, 
agartala 799 006 [(: 0381-2304700; fax:  
0381-2304700; e-mail:  tripurasc@ieindia.org]

Architectural Engineering Division

international conference on “Architectural 
Innovations: Engineering, Technology and 
Materials”
Jaipur, november 10-12, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, rajasthan state 
centre, gandhi nagar, tonk road, Jaipur 302 
015 [(: 0141-2706327/2700413; fax: 0141-
2700413; e-mail:  rajasthansc@ieindia.org]

thirty-fourth national convention of architectural  
engineers on “Architectural Engineering for 
Socio-economic Development”
mangalore, november 24-25, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, mangalore local 
centre, 2nd floor opal complex, opp bejai 
church bejai, mangalore 575 004; [(:  0824-
2400112; e-mail:  mangalorelc@ieindia.org]

Chemical Engineering Division

all india seminar on “Innovation and 
Entrepreneurial Opportunities in Advance 
Biotechnology”
Hosur, september 07-08, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Hosur local 
centre, 69 Kamaraj nagar, Kumudepall, near 
adhiyamaan college of engineering, Hosur 
635109, tamilnadu [e-mail: hosurlc@ieindia.
org]

all india seminar on “Pollution Control, 
Cleaner Production and Chemical Security 
Programme – Issues & Concerns”
ahmedabad, september 19-20, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, gujarat state 
centre, bhaikaka bhavan, near law garden, 
law college road, ellisbridge, ahmedabad 
380006 [(: (079) 26400811; telefax: (079) 
26561825; e-mail: gujaratsc@ieindia.org; 
website: www.ieigujarat.org]

thirty-fourth national convention of chemical 
engineers on “Bio-degradable Materials and 
Bio-technology for Environmental Protection 
in Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industries”
chennai, october 26-27, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, tamilnadu 
state centre,, 19 swami sivananda salai, 
chepauk, chennai 600005 [(: (044) 
25360614/64998729; e-mail: tnsc@ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Bio-fuels, Bio-energy & 
Bio-economy”
guwahati, october 29-30, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, assam state 
centre, Panbazar overbridge, east lane, 
guwahati 781001 [(: 0361-2548742; fax: 
(0361) 2630368; e-mail: assamsc@ieindia.org; 
website: www.ieiasc.org]

Civil Engineering Division

thirty-fourth national convention of 
civil engineers on “Recent Advances in 
Infrastructure Development”
nagpur, september 08-09, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, nagpur local 
centre, north ambazari road, nagpur 440010 
[(: 0712-2556231/2525617; e-mail: 
nagpurlc@ieindia.org, website: ieingp.org]

Computer  Engineering  Division

all india seminar on “Smart Village to Smart 
India”
ghaziabad, september 03-04, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, ghaziabad local 
centre, 15 shopping complex, altt centre, 
rajnagar, ghaziabad 201002 [(: 0120-
2728699/2702673; e-mail: ghaziabadlc@
ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Cyber Physical 
Systems for Digital India and Sustainable 
Development”
dehradun, september 06-07, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, uttarakhand 
state centre, P.o. clement town, delhi-
saharanpur road, near isbt flyover, dehradun 
248002 [telefax: (0135) 2641190; e-mail: 
uttarakhandsc@ieindia.org; website: www.
ieiuksc.org]

all india seminar on “Big Data Security 
and Privacy – A Challenge to Business 
Intelligence”
Kolkata, september 07-08, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, west bengal state 
centre, 8 gokhale road, Kolkata 700020 [(: 
(033)22238914; fax: (033) 22233140;  e-mail: 
wbsc@ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Machine Learning 
Algorithm for Bioinformatics Application”
salem, september 21-22, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, salem local centre, 
3rd floor, sPc bhawan no. 104/7, manivannan 
street, opp to salem new bus stand, salem 
636004 [Ph. 0427 2332544; e-mail: salemlc@
ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Human Re-Engineering”
ghaziabad, september 28-29, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, ghaziabad local 
centre, 15 shopping complex, altt centre, 
rajnagar, ghaziabad 201002 [(: 0120-
2728699/2702673; e-mail: ghaziabadlc@
ieindia.org]
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thirty-fourth national convention of electrical 
engineers on “Recent Advancement in High 
Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) Transmission”
agartala, november 16-17, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, tripura state 
centre, Pandit nehru complex, near tripura 
Housing board, Po : Kunjaban, Pb no. 139, 
agartala 799006, telefax : 0381-2304700 
[email : tripurasc@ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Renewable Energy 
Technologies: Perspectives and Challenges”
chandigarh, november 16-17, 2018 
the Honorary secretary, iei, Punjab & 
chandigarh state centre, sector 19a madhya 
marg, chandigarh 160 019 [(: 0172-
2775418; fax:  0172-2540133; e-mail:  pcsc@
ieindia.org]

one day seminar on “Robotics Monitoring of 
Power Systems”
salem, January 01, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, salem local centre, 
3rd floor, sPc bhawan no. 104/7, manivannan 
street, opp to salem new bus stand, salem 
636004 [Ph. 0427 2332544; e-mail: salemlc@
ieindia.org]

all india workshop on “Application of Power 
Electronics in Electrical Systems”
chandigarh, January 15-16, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, Punjab & 
chandigarh state centre, sector 19a madhya 
marg, chandigarh 160 019 [(: 0172-
2775418; fax:  0172-2540133; e-mail:  pcsc@
ieindia.org]

Electronics & Telecom.  Engg.  Division

all india workshop on “Advance Wireless 
Communication and Its Implications”
chandigarh, september 10-14, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Punjab & 
chandigarh state centre, sector 19a madhya 
marg, chandigarh 160 019 [(: 0172-
2775418; fax:  0172-2540133; e-mail:  pcsc@
ieindia.org] 

all india workshop on “Machine Learning for 
Intelligent Image Processing”
chennai, september 27-28, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, tamilnadu 
state centre,, 19 swami sivananda salai, 
chepauk, chennai 600005 [(: (044) 
25360614/64998729; e-mail: tnsc@ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Role of Embedded 
System in Wireless Sensor Networks”

chandigarh, october 12-13, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Punjab & 
chandigarh state centre, sector 19a madhya 
marg, chandigarh 160 019 [(: 0172-2775418; 
fax:  0172-2540133; e-mail:  pcsc@ieindia.org]

thirty-fourth national convention of electronics 
& telecommunication engineers on “Intelligent 
Telecommunication Networks for Sustainable 
Growth”
ghaziabad, october 21-22, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, ghaziabad local 
centre, 15 shopping complex, altt centre, 
rajnagar, ghaziabad 201002 [(: 0120-
2728699/2702673;  e-mail:  ghaziabadlc@
ieindia.org]

thirty-fifth national convention of electronics & 
telecommunication engineers on “Mechatronics: 
Bridge between Technologies”
Pune, november 23-24, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, Pune local centre, 
abhiyanta bhavan, 1332, J m road, shivajinagar, 
Pune 411005, maharashtra [(: 020-25533376 
/ 25520239 / 25530150; e-mail: punelc@
ieindia.org]

Environmental  Engineering  Division

all india seminar on “Advanced Techniques 
for Sustainable Solid Waste Management for 
Green India”
erode, october 4-5, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, erode local centre,  
texvalley campus, gangapuram, erode 638102 
[e-mail: erodelc@ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Sources of Planet Energy, 
Environmental & Disaster Science: Climate 
Disturbances & its Global Impact”
lucknow, october 27-28, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, uttar Pradesh state 
centre, engineers bhawan river, bank colony 
lucknow 226 018 [telefax: (0522) 2625322; 
e-mail: upsc@ieindia.org, website: www.ieiup.
org.in]

Marine  Engineering  Division

international conference on “Marine Engineering 
and Ocean Technology – Digital Ocean”
Kanchepuram, february 15-17, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, Kanchepuram local 
centre, agni college of technology – act, old 
mahabalipuram road, thalambur, chennai 
600130 [e-mail: kanchepuramlc@ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Internet of Things(IoT) – 
Standards and Protocols”
bangalore, october 09-10, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Karnataka state 
centre, 3, dr b r ambedkar veedhi,  bangalore 
560001 [(: (080) 22264698; telefax: (080) 
22256191; e-mail: karnatakasc@ieindia.org; 
website: www.ieiksc.org]

all india seminar on “Recent Trends in Image 
Processing for AI Implementation”
chandigarh, october 22-23, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Punjab & 
chandigarh state centre, madhya marg, 
sector 19-a, chandigarh 160019 [(: (0172) 
2775418; fax: (0172)2540133; e-mail: pcsc@
ieindia.org]

thirty-third national convention of computer 
engineers on “Computer Cognitions and 
Intelligent Systems”
ghaziabad, february 15-16, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, ghaziabad local 
centre, 15 shopping complex, altt centre, 
rajnagar, ghaziabad 201002 [(: 0120-
2728699/2702673; e-mail: ghaziabadlc@
ieindia.org]

Electrical  Engineering  Division

all india seminar on “Research Challenges in 
Grid Integrated Solar-Wind Energy Systems” 
tuticorin, september 5-6, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, tuticorin local 
centre, 1/27, sacred Heart institute of 
engineering, meelavittan road, tuticorin 
628002 [(: 0461-2300577; e-mail: 
tuticorinlc@ieindia.org]

international conference on “Recent 
Developments in Clean and Safe Nuclear 
Power Generation”
Hyderabad, october 03-05, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, telangana state 
centre, visvesvaraya bhavan, Khairatabad, 
Hyderabad 500004, telangana [( : 040-
233114969; e-mail: telanganasc@ieindia.org; 
website: www.ieitsc.org]

all india seminar on “Energy Management and 
Audit”
vallabh vidyanagar, october 26-27, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, gujarat state 
centre, bhaikaka bhavan, law college road, 
ahmedabad 380 006 [(:  079-26400811;   
fax: 079-26561825; e-mail: gujaratsc@
ieindia.org]
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Hosur, september 13-14, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, Hosur local 
centre, no.69, Kamaraj nagar, Kumudepall, 
near adhiyamaan college of engineering, 
tamilnadu, Hosur 635109 [e-mail: hosurlc@
ieindia.org]

thirty-sixth national convention of mechanical 
engineers, on “Innovations in Thermal Science 
and Engineering”
agartala, september 05-06, 2020
the Honorary secretary, iei, tripura state 
centre, Pandit nehru complex, near tripura 
Housing board, P. o. Kunjaban, Pb no 139, 
agartala 799 006 [(: 0381-2304700; fax: 
0381-2304700; e-mail:  tripurasc@ieindia.org]

Metallurgical & Mater. Engg.  Division

thirty-second national convention of 
metallurgical & materials engineers on 
“Advances in Engineering Materials for 
Sustainable Development”
Jamshedpur,  January 18-19, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, Jamshedpur local 
centre, subarnarekha link sakchi, Jamshedpur 
831 001 [(: 0657-2234316; fax: 0657-
2230159; e-mail:  jamshedpurlc@ieindia.org]

international conference of metallurgical 
& materials engineers on “Synthesis, 
Characterization and Application of 
Nanomaterials (SCAN)”
Kolkata, november 01-03, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, west bengal state 
centre, 8 gokhale road, Kolkata 700020 [(: 
(033)22238914; fax: (033) 22233140; e-mail: 
wbsc@ieindia.org]

Mining  Engineering  Division

all india workshop on “Tunnel Engineering”
roorkee, october 10-12, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, roorkee local 
centre, indian institute of technology (iit) 
campus, roorkee 247667[(: 01332-284416, 
telefax : 01332 272589; e-mail: roorkeelc@
ieindia.org; website: ieirlc.org]

thirtieth national convention of mining 
engineers on “Trends and Developments in 
Mining Industry for Encouraging Investment”
Hosur, december 07-08, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Hosur local 
centre, no.69, Kamaraj nagar, Kumudepall, 
near adhiyamaan college of engineering, 
tamilnadu, Hosur 635109 [e-mail: hosurlc@
ieindia.org]

Production  Engineering  Division

all india seminar on “Major Advances and 
Sutainable Developments in Lubrication 
Domain”
Jamshedpur, september 13-14, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Jamshedpur local 
centre, subarnarekha link sakchi, Jamshedpur 
831 001 [(: 0657-2234316; fax: 0657-
2230159; e-mail:  jamshedpurlc@ieindia.org]

Textile  Engineering  Division

thirty-second national convention of textile 
engineers on “Technology Innovations and 
Value Added Products in Textile Supply Chain”
coimbatore, January 04-05, 2019
the Honorary secretary, iei, coimbatore local 
centre, Psg college of technology campus, 
Peelamedu, coimbatore 641004 [(: 0422-
2580733; e-mail: coimbatorelc@ieindia.org]

Interdisciplinary

one day workshop on “Expanding the Role 
of Women in STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering & Medicine) Field”
ranchi, september 14, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Jharkhand state 
centre, engineer bhawan, nepal Kothi campus, 
ranchi 834002 [(: (0651) 2491344; web: 
ieijsc.org; e-mail: jharkhandsc@ieindia.org]

one day seminar on “Solving Real World 
Problem using OOP”
durgapur, september 14, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, durgapur local 
centre,  nehru avenur, ‘b’ Zone, durgapur 713205 
[telefax: 0343 2564770; e-mail: durgapurlc@
ieindia.org; website: www.ieidurgapurlc.org]

one day seminar on “Revamping Engineering 
Education in India to Meet Present Challenges”
Karnal, september 28, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Haryana state 
centre, e-13, ashoka nursery, Kunjpura road, 
Karnal 132001 [(: 0184-2266176; e-mail: 
haryanasc@ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Engineering for Innovation 
to Product and Services”
Pune, october 07-08, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Pune local centre, 
abhiyanta bhavan, 1332, J m road, shivajinagar, 
Pune 411005, maharashtra [(: 020-25533376 
/ 25520239 / 25530150; e-mail: punelc@
ieindia.org]

Mechanical  Engineering  Division

thirty-fourth national convention of mechanical 
engineers on “Mechanical Engineering and 
Emerging Challenges for Manufacturing”
delhi, september 07-08, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, delhi state 
centre, engineers bhawan, bahadur shah 
Zafar marg, new delhi 110002 [(: (011) 
23379052/23379948; fax: (011) 23370489; 
e-mail: delhisc@ieindia.org]

all india seminar on “Emerging Trends in 
Mechanical Materials in Engineering”
bangalore, september 11-12, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Karnataka state 
centre, 3, dr b r ambedkar veedhi,  bangalore 
560001 [(: (080) 22264698; telefax: (080) 
22256191; e-mail: karnatakasc@ieindia.org; 
website: www.ieiksc.org]

one day workshop on “Conveyor Belt 
Maintenance and Safety Aspects”
visakhapatnam, september 24, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, visakhapatnam 
local centre, 9-12-31/1, beside a u engineering 
girls Hostel, visakhapatnam 530003 [(: 0891-
2747460; e-mail: ieivisakhapatnam@ieindia.
org; website: www.ieivisakhapatnam.org]

all india seminar on “Multi Objective Optimization 
in Mechanical Engineering”
Kadapa, september 27-29, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Kadapa local centre, 
aPHb colony, Prakash nagar, Kadapa 516004 
[(: (08562) 245808; e-mail: kadapalc@
ieindia.org; website: www.ieikadapa.org

all india seminar on “Optimization Techniques 
in Mechanical Engineering”
chandigarh, october 04-05, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Punjab & 
chandigarh state centre, sector 19a madhya 
marg, chandigarh 160 019 [(: 0172-
2775418; fax:  0172-2540133; e-mail:  pcsc@
ieindia.org]

all india workshop on “Micro-machining”
chandigarh, october 25-26, 2018
the Honorary secretary, iei, Punjab & 
chandigarh state centre, sector 19a madhya 
marg, chandigarh 160 019 [(: 0172-
2775418; fax:  0172-2540133; e-mail:  pcsc@
ieindia.org]

thirty-fifth national convention of mechanical 
engineers, on “Exploring Trends and 
Developments in Automobile Engineering”
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Sub-themes:

Technical papers are invited on following sub-themes:

•	 Advanced	Manufacturing	Creation	for	Sustainability	

•	 Sustainable	Design	and	Innovation	in	Product	Development

•	 Sustainable	Transport	Infrastructure

•	 Renewable	Energy	and	its	Impact	on	Environment

For further information, please contact :
the organising secretary (convocation 2018)

the institution of engineers (india)
Jharkhand state centre

engineer bhawan, nepal Kothi campus
doranda, ranchi 834002, Jharkhand

Phone : 9431392111
e-mail: ieiconvocation2018@gmail.com

Theme

Challenges and Opportunities in Sustainable Development

TWENTY-SIXTh IEI CONvOCATION AND 
TEChNICIANS’/STUDENTS’ CONvENTION

With	 	 this	 	 in	 focus,	 	 	 papers	 	 are	 	 invited	 	 from	 	 Technician/Senior	
Technician	members,	students			of		polytechnics	and		engineering	colleges	
for	presentation	 	 	 in	 the	All	 	 India	Technicians’/Students’	Convention	 	 to		
be		held		on	November	03,	2018	at	Ranchi,	Jharkhand.	The	papers	shall	
be	 on	 innovative	 ideas,	 design,	 prototype	 and	 technology	 development,	
case	studies,	survey	details	augmenting	innovations,	etc.	pertaining	to	the	
theme	so	as	to	reach	at	Jharkhand	State	Centre	latest	by	September	25,	
2018.

Organized by:

The Institution of Engineers (India)
Hosted by:

Jharkhand State Centre

Ranchi, November 03-04, 2018
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the steel authority of india ltd (sail) had instituted two awards, 
namely, sail award and dr m visvesvaraYa award to be given 
away every year during the indian engineering congress to author/s 
of the ar ticles adjudged best on selected topics. the topics for the 
year 2018 are given hereunder. 

SAIL AWARD

‘Emerging Trends in Slag Management in Steel Industry ’

IEI AWARDS

DR  M  VISVESVARAYA  AWARD

‘Managing the Logistics Cost to Reduce the Cost
of Crude Steel Production’

the coal india ltd (cil) had instituted an award to perpetuate 
the memory of late J g Kumaramangalam, its first chairman to 
be awarded every year during the indian engineering congress to 
author/s of the ar ticles adjudged best on a selected topic. the topic 
for the year 2018 is given below. 

intending contributors are requested to submit their ar ticles (visit 
https://www.ieindia.org/webui/iei-Publication.aspx for guidelines) in 
quadruplicate  to director (technical), the institution of engineers 
(india), 8 gokhale road, Kolkata 700 020 by August 17, 2018.

COAL  INDIA (J G KUMARAMANGALAM  MEMORIAL) AWARD

‘A Realistic Glimpse into India’s Energy Security in Foreseeable
Future. Can Renewable Alternatives Really Push Aside Coal from 

its High Energy Pedestal ?’

Superannuation from IEI
mr srijoy Kumar bhuyan, an employee of 
rourkela local centre of the institution will be 
superannuated from the services of iei on august 
31, 2018. He joined the institution on august 13, 
1988 and rendered his services to the institution 
for a period of 30 years.

iei wishes mr srijoy Kumar bhuyan and his family 
a happy and healthy life in future.

IEI - Springer Journal
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Integration of Technologies: Emerging Engineering Paradigm

organized by: The Institution of Engineers (India)

INDIAN ENGINEERING CONGRESS
33rd

Hosted by: Udaipur Local Centre

Udaipur, December 21-23, 2018

Contact : Organising Secretary, 33rd Indian Engineering Congress, The Institution of Engineers (India), Udaipur Local Centre
128 Hiran Magri, Sector 11, Near Seva Charitable Hospital, Udaipur 313002

E-mail: udaipurlc@ieindia.org

august 1, 2018

Cloud based E-Learning Solution – Learning Management System

moving towards digitization, iei has taken a step forward for transforming the learning process for section a (four 
subjects) in digital mode through the tcs-ion platform. the digital learning content shall be made available to the 
prospective students of amie for four papers of section a in form of “cloud based e-learning solution – learning 
management system” on tcs-ion Platform. 

•	 For	this	value	addition	to	the	learning	process	of	AMIE	Section	A	(to	be	functional	w.e.f		01	September	2018),	
following time line has been decided:

•	 Prospective	ST	members	being	 registered	with	 effect	 from	01	Sep	2018	onwards	 shall	 have	 the	 facility	 of	
learning content in digital mode only.

•	 The	 registration	 fee	 for	ST	members	shall	be	enhanced	 from	` 7050/- to ` 8280/-  which includes access 
facility for ‘digital learning content’ with validity period of two years.

•	 The	new	forms	for	registration	for	Senior	Technician	Membership	with	the	new	fee	structure	having	provision	
for access to digital learning content is available on the iei website.


